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The crystal structure determination of sodium chloride in

1913,[1] which was a consequence of Max von Laues diffraction of X-rays from single crystals of copper sulfate[2] as well
as of the postulation of Braggs law[3] the previous year, marks
the beginning of a new era in solid-state chemistry and the
science of crystallography.[4] During the century following
these discoveries, the importance of X-ray diffraction in the
study of the crystalline state has become so overwhelming
that the terms “crystallography” and “X-ray crystallography”
(i.e. the study of crystal structures by means of X-ray
diffraction) are today regarded by many as synonymous. It
is, however, important to remember that crystallography is
a much broader discipline and includes many other methods
besides diffraction (although this probably is the most
important method). Crystallography is also much older than
X-ray diffraction, with its roots reaching not only to the
beginnings of modern science, but also, in a way, to the
ancient world.
Over the course of the last century, crystallography has
transcended from mineralogy to physics and into all branches
of chemistry—indeed, it is hard to imagine structural
chemistry or simply a molecular structure without thinking
about X-ray diffraction—and (over the last couple of
decades) to biology. However, crystallography has also been
an integral part of chemistry since the beginnings of science.
One of the main traits of modern chemistry is its ability to
connect the macroscopic (bulk) properties of a substance with
its microscopic (atomic, molecular) constitution.
This Essay is not intended as a history of pre-1912
crystallography (several accounts on this subject have been
published recently[5] and the seminal textbook of “classical”
chemical crystallography was written at the beginning of 20th
century by P. Groth)[6] but rather as a review of various
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aspects in which early crystallography has aided the development of chemistry. In this Essay we describe the evolution of
some key concepts in chemistry that have their roots in
crystals and macroscopic crystallography.

Proto-Crystallography

“

Let us examine a crystal. We are at once interested by an
equality between the sides and between the angles of one of
its faces: the equality of the sides pleases us; that of the angles
doubles the pleasure. On bringing to view a second face in all
respects similar to the first, this pleasure seems to be squared; on
bringing to view a third it appears to be cubed, and so on. I have
no doubt indeed, that the delight experienced, if measurable,
would be found to have exact mathematical relations such as I
suggest; that is to say, as far as a certain point, beyond which
there would be a decrease in similar relations.

”

Edgar Allen Poe (1809–1849), Rationale of Verse, 1843.

Our fascination with crystals is much older than science.
In fact, it appears to be older than mankind itself! The first
“crystallographers” were probably of the species Homo
erectus, who collected quartz crystals for making tools, which
were found among 250 000–700 000 year old bones, stone
tools, and fragments of stone unearthed in the Zhoukoudian
cave system in China.[7] However, some of these crystals do
not show any signs of use and may have had some other
function, possibly ceremonial or decorational. Similarly,
quartz crystals were also found in the Singi Talav cave in
India (300 000–150 000 years old).[8] The beauty of various
crystalline minerals attracted the attention of prehistoric men
and women, and for this reason they were collected as
precious stones. They became an important part of everyday
life, so that one may find references to crystals in many early
texts, and even holy books.[9]
The word crystal is derived from Ancient Greek word
k1ústallo& (meaning ice or “rock crystal”, that is, quartz; the
term was often used for any transparent solid),[10] which is
itself derived from k1úo& (frost).[10] Ancient Greeks believed
rock crystal to be ice frozen very hard. This belief was
retained throughout the ancient times, and stubbornly
persisted during the Middle Ages and the Renaissance; even
a spurious proof of it was believed to exist—little drops of
water were supposed to be found inside pieces of rock crystal.
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and technology, who criticizes the credulity of alchemists and
other “philosophers” who write from books rather than from
experience, becomes guilty of the same fault when discussing
precious stones, and reports some quite fantastic properties.[20]
Similarly Agricola, although careful in most technical details,
still retains many of the old beliefs, such as the power of garlic
to demagnetize magnetite.[16]
One of the last contributions preceding (although not
predating, see the next section) scientific crystallography was
the classification of minerals as proposed in Systema Naturae,
the epochal masterwork of the great systematizer of nature,
Carl Nilsson Linnæus, Baron von Linn.[21] Like plants and
animals, minerals are divided into classes, orders, families, and
genera, with each mineral given a two-word name in analogy
to the Linnaean names of plants and animals. In this system
there are three classes of minerals: Petrae, (rocks), Minerae
(ores), and Fossilia (excavations). The majority of (macro)crystalline materials were classified as ores, and these were
further divided into three orders: Salia (salts, including most
transparent crystals), Sulphura (sulfurs, including amber, oil,
and sulfides), and Mercuralia (mercurials, metals).[22] Linnaeus classification was neither in accord with the chemical
composition, nor with crystallographic rules, and could be
regarded as a mere historical curiosity, had it not been for one
significant, albeit probably unintended, consequence. Linnaeus book sparked an interest in mineralogy in the young
French priest Ren Just Hay, and the far-reaching results of
his interest will be the subject of one of the following sections.

Measuring the Angles—Birth of a Science

“An experiment is a question which science poses to Nature,
and a measurement is the recording of Nature’s answer.”
Max Planck, Scientific Autobiography, 1949

At the beginning of a modern crystallography textbook
one will usually find a statement that “the angles between two
corresponding faces on the crystals of any solid chemical or
mineral species are constant and are characteristic of the
species”. This First Law of Crystallography is often considered to be the first scientific statement in crystallography.
Today this seems quite obvious, but in reality it took almost
two millennia of observing natural crystals to establish this
fact. The overall shape of crystals of any given substance was
observed not to be constant, so that the angles between faces
were also expected to vary. As late as 1564 Conrad Gessner
wrote that “one crystal differs from another in its angles and
consequently in its figure”.[23] It took a keen observer of
nature to see the better, and such a man was Nils Stensen.
Stensen (better known by the latinized version of his
name, Nicolaus Steno), a son of a Copenhagen goldsmith,
instead of continuing in his fathers footsteps, studied
medicine,[24] and contributed greatly to the study of human
anatomy. However, his fathers trade had left some mark on
him, as he continued to be interested in minerals (precious
stones, fossils etc.), alongside his medical pursuits. He left his
native Denmark in 1661 and spent some time in the Netherlands and France, settling finally in Italy in 1666. The same
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This was known to be a fact to such an extent that it became
a common artistic symbol in poetry. The Roman poet
Claudius Claudianus (died ca. 404 AD) wrote as many as
six poems on the subject of water contained in crystals.[11, 12]
The concept of crystals and minerals was rather vague in
ancient times and the available ancient sources mentioning
crystals are rather scarce. In the masterpiece of classical-age
natural science De rerum natura,[13, 14] Titus Lucretius Carus
listed some solids in order of their hardness: diamond, quartz
(corundum), iron, and brass, and linked their properties to
their atomic compositions. Pliny the Elder offered some
glimpses into proto-mineralogy and proto-crystallography in
his capital work Naturalis historia.[15, 16] Pliny was fascinated
by perfectly flat smooth faces of quartz and described habits
of four gemstones whose single crystals are regularly found in
nature: quartz (“crystallus”), “rainbow-stone” (“iris”, probably quartz colored by impurities), diamond (“adamas”), and
beryl (“smaragdus”). The crystals are described as “hexagonal” and “hexahedral” (“sexangula figura”, “sexangulus
laterbius” etc.); however, note that no general word for
crystal existed.
The Middle Ages did not contribute much to the increase
in crystallographic knowledge. The greatest contributions to
crystallography since ancient times appeared in the mid-16th
century—The Pirotechnia by Vannoccio Biringuccio (1540)[17]
and De Re Metallica by Georg Bauer (1556).[18, 19] Biringuccio
in his Pirotechnia provides quite accurate descriptions of
many crystals, also noticing the crystals perfection. Crystals
of alum are thus “thick squares with beautiful corners that
look like large diamonds”, and those of pyrites are “little
cubes (…) so correctly squared that no draftsman could draw
their corners more accurately or better with any sort of
instrument.” Also he gives a detailed description of how
crystallization was used to purify some ores such as (green)
vitriol and alum. However, even this astute observer of nature
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year a huge female shark was caught near Livorno, and
Stensen had the opportunity to dissect the head of the brute.
He noted that the sharks teeth were quite reminiscent of
certain objects found in rocks, known at the time as
glossopetrae (rock-tongues), which he recognized as petrified
sharks teeth. This led him to consider different ways in which
a solid body (such as a shark tooth but also a crystal) might
end up contained in another solid (a rock).[25] As far as crystals
were concerned, his attention was focused almost completely
on rock crystals. In spite of this somewhat limited approach,
his conclusions had tremendous impact. He ascertained that
crystals grow by the addition of new layers of minute particles,
proved by the existence of fine stria in the crystals. Therefore,
crystals were not formed at the beginning, but have subsequently grown, and continue to do so even at the present
day. But the most important of his statements was definitely
his assertion that, although the number and size of crystal
sides may vary from one crystal to another, the angles
between corresponding sides are always the same (“In plano
axis laterum et numerum et longitudinem varie mutari, non
mutatis angulis”)[26]—the famous First Law of Crystallography.[27]
One would expect that such a general observation of the
constancy of angles must be a result of meticulous measurements of a large number of crystals. In fact, Stensen does not
mention any sort of measurement performed on the crystals—
either he had some apparatus for measurement, but did not
find it necessary to mention it, or he simply reached them by
observation and philosophical contemplation.[28]
However, at the time an actual measurement of an angle
in a crystal had already been reported. In his 1665 masterpiece Micrographia, Robert Hooke described numerous
observations made with a microscope, along with some
observations of quite macroscopic objects. Among those that
attracted his attention were the figures of ice that appeared on
puddles of urine (Figure 1). As he wrote: “Where ever there
was a center, the branchings from it, (…), were never fewer, or
more then six, which usually concurrd, or met one another
very neer in the same point or center; though oftentimes not
exactly; and were enclind to each other by an angle, of very
neer sixty degrees, I say, very neer, because, though having

endeavoured to measure them the most acurately I was able,
with the largest Compasses I had, I could not find any sensible
variation from that measure, yet the whole six-branched Figure
seeming to compose a solid angle, they must necessarily be
somewhat less.”[29]
One might be inclined to deem his observation of the
angle being little less than 608 as erroneous, but that would
inflict quite an injustice on this careful observer; he also
noticed that the center of the figures is always somewhat
elevated above the surface (due to the expansion upon
freezing), which led him to conclude that the angle between
the “branches”, which in a two-dimensional projection are at
exactly 608 as shown by his “Compasses” are in fact at
a somewhat smaller angle.[30]
Hookes method of measuring angles in crystals using
a compass is applicable if the studied crystal is flat and large.
However, most crystals are three-dimensional bodies and
usually not “above four foot long” like Hookes puddles. It
was necessary therefore to devise a special instrument to
measure the angles in crystals; however, the need for such an
instrument did not become apparent for almost a whole
century.
About 1780 Arnould Carrangeot, an assistant to the
French mineralogist Jean-Baptiste Louis Rom de lIsle, was
entrusted with the preparation of clay models of crystals from
Rom de lIsles collection. To make the models more
realistic, Carrangeot devised an instrument for measuring
the angles between the crystal faces—a contact goniometer
(Figure 2).[31] Using this instrument Rom de lIsle soon
realized that Stenos law is valid for all minerals, not just
quartz.
The use of the goniometer soon led to several chemical
discoveries. When Rene Just Hay decided to undertake
measurements of a number of crystals labeled “sulphate of

Figure 1. Hexagonal branches of ice crystals on frozen urine, from
Hooke’s Micrographia.[29]

Figure 2. Rene Just Hay demonstrating use of the contact goniometer
on a crystal of (apparently) Icelandic spar. Engraving by R. H. Delvaux.
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Cannonballs, Snowflakes, and Atoms

“Atoms are round balls of wood invented by Dr. Dalton.”
Sir Henry Enfield Roscoe (reporting a student’s answer), 1887

Although the idea of the finite divisibility of matter is
quite counterintuitive, it has been present in philosophy
almost since its beginnings. The first atomist was probably
Leucippus,[40] who considered that everything is composed of
indivisible atoms which move randomly in a vacuum. His
views were elaborated and disseminated by his pupil and
successor Democritus of Abdera. This early atomistic philosophy sparked some fierce criticism, but also gained some
devoted followers.[41] One of the most significant ancient
advocates of atomism was Lucretius, who presented some
very clear and compelling empirical arguments for his atomistic views. He also noted that physical properties such as
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2013, 52, 2 – 17

hardness and density are a result of the atom arrangement; his
notion of “hooked atoms” nicely corresponds to the modern
concept of covalent bonding.[42] His arguments, however, were
hardly generally accepted, and the polemic between the
critics and followers of atomism was not to reach its final
conclusion for almost two millennia.
The close packing of atoms and molecules in crystal
structures is widely accepted as one of the fundamental
principles governing the assembly of constituents into crystals. Although modern ideas on close packing (particularly in
molecular solids), as presented by Kitaigorodskii,[43] are
derived from structural data, the notion that crystals are
formed by the close packing of constituent particles is much
older.
The first mention of this idea appears to be in the
encyclopedic work De subtilitate libri XXI (21 Books on
Subtlety) published in 1550 by Girolamo Cardano. In Book 7
he attempts to explain the hexagonal prismatic shape of
quartz crystals as resulting from the close packing of spherical
particles, a proposal inspired by the hexagonal arrangement
of cells in a honeycomb. The crystals are composed of
spherical particles, and since six spheres can be assembled
about a central one, adding additional layers of spherical
particles must lead to a final crystal with a hexagonal shape.
Cardanos view did not meet with much approval and was
soon challenged by Giulio Cesare della Scala, who notes that
Cardano disregarded the hexagonal pyramids (i.e. rhombohedral faces) of the quartz crystals which he believed to be
incongruent with Cardanos model.[44] This purely philosophical debate did not attract much attention, however, and the
problem of the packing of spheres was not to be more closely
examined until it was addressed from a more belligerent point
of view.
Whilst preparing for an expedition to the New World in
the 1580s, Sir Walter Raleigh approached a young mathematician in his service, Thomas Harriot, with a practical problem: What is the most efficient way of packing cannonballs in
the ships hull, so that as many as possible can be transported
to the New World, where they might prove useful in “dealing”
with the native population? Harriot solved the problem in
1591. He seems to have intuitively realized that the closest
packing is that which today is referred to as hexagonal closest
packing (hcp) and, based on the assumption that cannonballs
are to be packed in this manner, he devised a table for
calculating the number of cannonballs in trigonal-pyramidal
piles.[45]
Most of Harriots work was never published, and his work
on piles of cannonballs would probably be lost in obscurity
were it not for his correspondence[46] with his more famous
contemporary, Johannes Kepler. The correspondence was
initiated by Kepler, who was interested in optics (in order to
procure exact astronomical measurements) and had heard of
the existence of experts in that field in England. Their
correspondence soon took them to a discussion of more
general topics—including atomistic theory. Harriot was an
ardent atomist and attempted to convince Kepler of the
existence of atoms first by explaining the reflection and
refraction of light in terms of atoms (which Kepler found
implausible, believing they were properties of a glasslike
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baryta”, he was surprised to see that samples from Sicily had
different interfacial angles from those from Derbyshire. The
difference was only couple of degrees, but that was enough to
convince Hay that the samples must differ in chemical
composition. This was subsequently proven by Louis Nicolas
Vaquelin, who showed that the Sicilian samples were in fact
strontium sulfate.[32] In another measurement Hay noticed
that the interfacial angles of emerald are identical to those of
beryl, and concluded that emerald was only a green variety of
beryl. Again Vaquelin was asked to perform an analysis,
which yielded the identical sweet-tasting substance from both
beryl and emerald. This substance was named “berylia” and
shown to be an oxide of a new element—beryllium.[33]
The contact goniometer thus became a standard tool for
crystallographers, although it was, in spite of its great
usefulness, a rather clumsy and crude device suitable for only
rough measurements (with an accuracy no greater than 15’) of
quite large crystals. It is therefore not surprising that a more
accurate device was soon invented.[28] In 1809 the English
chemist William Hyde Wollaston described the reflection, or
optical, goniometer, which measures the angle between
normals to crystal faces.[34–36] It could be used to measure
much smaller crystals—including those (prepared in the
laboratory) which rarely exceed a couple of millimetres—
with a greater accuracy. During the first half of 19th century
the optical goniometer was significantly improved and
refined; a telescope for crystal centering was added, and
later additions included a telescope for observing reflections
(which greatly facilitated measurements), a collimator producing a parallel beam of light, and, eventually, an artificial
source of light. Myriad different designs with various geometries were constructed such as those by Mitscherlich and
Babinet which greatly improved the accuracy of the instrument, reducing the error to just 30’’. The two-circle optical
goniometer, which further facilitated crystal measurement,
was designed in about 1890 by Yevgraf Stepanovich Fyodorov.[37, 38] The two-circle goniometer remained a standard
crystallographic tool for the next hundred years, well after
attention of chemical crystallography shifted from the external appearance of crystals to their internal structure.[39]
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continuum), and later by pointing out that even the most
opaque of substances (gold) becomes translucent if thinned
out sufficiently. In his argumentation, Harriot pointed out to
Kepler the problem of the close packing of spheres, as related
to the way in which atoms can occupy space, leaving small
pockets of vacuum between them.
After this exchange of letters, Kepler started his own work
on the problem of the close packing of spheres. He was soon
convinced that the closest assembly of spheres in two
dimensions is a hexangular array, immediately reminiscent
of a honeycomb. This led him to a question (and also the
answer) concerning the shape of snowflakes: Why are
snowflakes, before they entangle to form larger plumes,
hexagonal in shape?[48] Keplers observation of the shape of
snowflakes can indeed be considered a fortunate one, as this
was hardly common knowledge at the time.[49] Only some 60
years earlier Olaus Magnus (Olof Msson) provided an image
of snowflakes (Figure 3) in his book on the history of northern
nations,[50] from which it is apparent that he was quite
unaware of the hexagonal shape of the crystals of snow.
Kepler concluded that the shape of the snowflake is related to
the honeycomb geometry—the hexagonal arrangement of
spheres provides the closest packing. Such close packing can
be extended into three dimensions in the same way as the
seeds are packed in a pomegranate. Keplers choice to base
his reasoning on (flat) snowflakes, rather than (polyhedral)
quartz crystals as Cardano had, was fortunate, as the objection
put forward by della Scala could not be applied.[51]
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Figure 3. The evolution of the observed shape of snowflakes. a) The
earliest (to the best of our knowledge) rendering of snowflakes
(1555);[50] note the five-fingered hand on the upper right. b) A more
convincing drawing by Descartes (1637).[47] c) Drawings by Hooke of
snowflakes seen under a microscope.[29] d) The first (to the best of our
knowledge) microphotograph of snowflakes (photographed in Berlin,
on December 25, 1892, about noon).[49]

www.angewandte.org

By that time Kepler had completely embraced atomism
and regarded matter as composed of spherical atoms. He had
considered two different ways in which spheres may pack in
two dimensions—a square array and a hexagonal array, noting
that the latter provided a closer packing. Extending these
planar packings into three dimensions, he deduced that the
square array will lead to a cubic arrangement with each
sphere surrounded by six neighbors (i.e. primitive cubic
packing), whereas the hexagonal array will lead to a more
dense packing, in which each sphere is surrounded by twelve
neighbors. The latter he claimed to be the closest possible
packing of spheres.[52]
Like Cardano and Kepler, Robert Hooke also believed
that the atomic nature of matter might explain the regular
shapes of crystals. However, while they were content with
thinking only of hexagons, Hooke also considered other
shapes and noticed that the close packing of spheres might
explain all sorts of different shapes one can see on crystals
(Figure 4).[29]
Hooke went even further and sketched out more detailed
studies to determine how exactly atoms pack in order to
create various crystalline bodies. This was to be done by
detailed observations on numerous natural and artificial
crystals to determine the possible shapes of crystals, and at the
same time by construction of all those shapes from spheres.
Hooke never succeeded in completing this most ambitious
project. In fact, it took some 160 years of observation of
crystals before a more general construction of crystal shapes
could be attempted. In 1826 Moritz Ludwig Frankenheim
published his attempt to systematize the majority of known
crystals on the grounds of their symmetries.[54, 55] This led him
to the realization that there are only 32 combinations of the

Figure 4. Assembly of spheres leading to different shapes compared to
faces of microscopic crystals as observed and deduced by Hooke.[53]
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Crystalloclasts, Periodicity, and Molecules

“MOLECULE, n. The ultimate, indivisible unit of matter. It is
distinguished from the corpuscle, also the ultimate, indivisible
unit of matter, by a closer resemblance to the atom, also the
ultimate, indivisible unit of matter. Three great scientific theories
of the structure of the universe are the molecular, the corpuscular
and the atomic. A fourth affirms, with Haeckel, the condensation or precipitation of matter from ether—whose existence is
proved by the condensation or precipitation. The present trend of
scientific thought is toward the theory of ions. The ion differs
from the molecule, the corpuscle and the atom in that it is an
ion. A fifth theory is held by idiots, but it is doubtful if they know
any more about the matter than the others.
Ambrose Bierce, The Devils Dictionary, 1911

”

During the 1770s, the young French priest Ren Just Hay
was spending much of his time in the Parisian botanical
garden. He had been interested in science for some time, and
had decided to study botany. In order to advance his studies
he purchased a copy of Linnaeus Systema Naturae. Soon
afterwards he began neglecting his botanical studies and
attending the mineralogical lectures presented by Louis-JeanMarie Daubenton. After he had completed Daubentons
course, mineralogy remained Hays sole interest.[61]
Although it was generally known that given minerals
prefer to crystallize in certain habits, the variability of crystal
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2013, 52, 2 – 17

habits made this seem to be a less important property, while
other properties, such as density, hardness, and even color
were considered to be a fundamental basis for classification. It
seems therefore a little historic pun that the person to realize
the structural basis of crystal habits (to, as it were, see
“beyond the habit”) was an abbot![62]
According to Georges Cuvier, Hay made his first
discoveries by accident.[63] In 1780, while he was observing
a beautiful aggregate of large prismatic calcite crystals, one of
the prisms broke off, fell to the ground, and smashed into
numerous small pieces. Hay picked up the pieces, and to his
surprise noticed that they were all of the same shape.
Furthermore, their shape was not prismatic like the original
crystals but rhombohedral, identical to crystals of Icelandic
spar (transparent calcite crystals obtained from Iceland). He
immediately ran into his study, found a large scalenohedral
calcite crystal, hit it with a hammer, and again found that it
broke into rhombohedra. A third calcite crystal upon breaking also yielded identical fragments. Thus Hay reached the
conclusion that all calcite crystals comprise rhombohedral
calcite molecules.
This nice anecdote probably has no more veracity than
Newtons gravitational apple, especially since the experiment
with crushing calcite crystals into rhombohedra was performed some years earlier by Torbern Olof Bergman. He
published his results in 1779, and this initiated a long
correspondence between himself and Hay. It is therefore
evident that Hay was well aware of Bergmans work at the
time that he performed his experiments, which somewhat
reduces the verisimilitude of the story of Hays accidental
smashing of a calcite prism. Unlike Bergman, however, Hay
went further to study other minerals in the same manner and
found that many of them break (i.e. are cleaved) into pieces
characteristic for that mineral: garnets, rock salt, and pyrite
break into small cubes, diamond into octahedra, gypsum and
barite into four-sided prisms, and so on. Therefore, the basic
constituent units of these minerals must be of those particular
shapes. The crystals are then formed as three-dimensional
periodical aggregates of their constituent molecules. Variations in the shapes of crystals of the same mineral can
therefore be explained as different assemblies of their
constituent molecules. In the same way as a number of cubes
can be assembled into an octahedron, so also a great number
of cubical constituent molecules can be assembled into an
octahedral crystal. There is, however, a limitation to the
possible faces that can appear on the crystal. Since a crystal is
a periodical array of constituents, the only faces that may
appear are those whose intercepts on the axes defined by
three nonparallel edges of a crystal have a ratio of small
integers.[64] This later became known as Hays law of integers
or the law of rational intercepts.
Hays rather destructive approach to the study of crystals
was not approved by all of his contemporaries. In his
Cristallographie of 1783, Jean Baptiste Louis Rom de lIsle
remarked, rather venomously, on the appearance of a novel
type of crystallographer, for whom the appellation of
“crystalloclast” (i.e. crystal breaker) would be more appropriate![65] Many mineralogists, however, realized the importance of Hays work. Daubenton, who was the first one to be
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symmetry operations[56] that appear in crystals, and therefore
he defined the 32 crystal classes. This insight prompted him to
consider the possible ways of the periodical distribution of
points (or atoms) in space. He realized that there are 15
different symmetries for the periodic arrangement of atoms in
space. In 1848, Auguste Bravais pointed to an error in
Frankenheims derivation, and showed that there are in fact
only 14—two of Frankenheims lattices were identical.[57]
Bravais approach to the problem was mathematically more
rigorous, and his result finally the correct one, so the 14
lattices became known as “Bravais lattices”, while Frankenheims contribution is rarely remembered.
Frankenheim and Bravais have thus dealt with the
problem of arranging points (or spherical atoms) in space.
But what if the crystal comprises groups of atoms that need
not have any symmetry on their own? This was the question
that eventually led Fyodorov to the definition of 230
crystallographic space groups in 1891.[58, 59]
Although the shape of crystals was a good argument in
favor of the atomistic theory, and the atomistic theory also
proved to be a good basis for crystallographic considerations,
the opposition to atomism persisted.[60] This is not to be
confused with stubbornness or lack of knowledge but rather
to the scientific rigor—just because a theory is useful, it is not
necessarily correct. The final experimental proof of the
atomic nature of matter was not given until the discovery of
radioactivity, Einsteins explanation of Brownian motion
(experimentally confirmed by Perrin), and the diffraction of
X-rays by crystals, which all confirmed the discrete nature of
matter.
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acquainted with Hays results, encouraged him to submit his
work to the Royal Academy (1781), and also included Hays
theory in his lectures on mineralogy. On the grounds of his
papers on the structure of garnets and calcite, Hay was made
a member of the Royal Academy in 1783 (some of Rom de
lIsles bitterness can perhaps be attributed to the fact that he
had applied for membership three years earlier, but was
rejected). As a member of the Academy, Hay could
introduce his views to a wider scientific audience, and thus
in 1792 he held a course in crystallography which was
attended by the chemists Antoine-Laurent de Lavoisier,
Antoine FranÅois, Count de Fourcroy, Louis-Bernard Guyton
de Morveau, and Claude Louis Berthollet, as well as the
mathematicians Joseph-Louis Lagrange and Pierre-Simon
Marquis de Laplace. Not many crystallographers have ever
had the opportunity to lecture to such an illustrious group of
“students”! Later on, Hays lectures were attended by
numerous listeners from all corners of the world, which
greatly contributed to the speedy dissemination and acceptance of Hays views.[66]
The main impact of Hays theory was the introduction of
periodicity into crystallography. In the early ideas on the close
packing of spheres, the concept of periodicity was implicitly
assumed, but it was Hay who placed emphasis on this point.
From Hay onwards, crystals were considered as aggregates
of matter in which this matter repeats periodically.[67] More
interestingly, from a purely chemical point of view, postulating that crystals are periodical arrangements of polyhedral
units also implies that each unit must have the identical
chemical composition as the whole, and, if this unit is indeed
the minimal one, it represents a “molecule” of the compound.
Hay was aware of this, and even named the fundamental
constituent units “molcules intgrantes”,[64] employing the
term “molecule” which has since the mid-17th century[68] been
applied to denote a group of (connected) atoms. Since
molecules have definite geometric (polyhedral) shapes, every
chemical substance possesses a characteristic crystalline form.
Also, substances differing in chemical composition cannot
occur in the same form, (unless their respective “molcules
intgrantes” are of very high symmetry, that is, cubes).
Although he stressed these chemical implications (and even
applied them in practice), Hay offered very little discussion
on the nature of his molecules, referring to their geometry as
the only significant property. The shape of the molecules
defines the shape of their primary aggregate (kernel,
“noyau”) from which crystal further lamellary grows into its
final crystal habit (Figure 5).
The molecular aspects of Hays theory were developed
in detail by Dieudonn Sylvain Guy Tancrde de Dolomieu[69]
in a tract on “mineralogical philosophy” published in 1801.[70]
For Dolomieu an “integrant molecule” represents a “complete individual” and all the chemical properties of a substance are in fact the chemical properties of its molecules, and
therefore independent of the physical form of a substance.
“Integrant molecules” of lime carbonate can assemble
regularly into a crystal, such as calcareous spar, or they can
be assembled irregularly as they are in chalk—both are the
same substance, comprising the same type of molecule,
despite their different physical appearance. In this way
www.angewandte.org

Figure 5. A figure from Hay’s Trait de mineralogie (1801) depicting
the formation of different habits of pyrite crystals from cubical
constituent molecules. Images denoted as Figure 70. and Figure 75.
depict the growth of lamellae on a cubic kernel, and images Figure 69.
and Figure 73. the placement of the kernel within a rhombic and
pentagonal dodecahedron.

Dolomieu expanded the molecular theory beyond regular
crystalline bodies, onto formless “earths” and generally all
solids.
Another point Dolomieu addressed was that of the
simultaneous presence of several different types of molecules.
In an aggregate of molecules of one type, molecules of
another may appear as “superfluities” or “pollutions”.
“Superfluities” enter the molecules of the first type without
changing their shape, and allow them to assemble into same
aggregates as if they were pure. The result is a homogeneous
mixture (which can also be considered as a compound), and
therefore “superfluities” do not decrease transparency or
other properties of the crystals, although they can bring forth
new properties, such as color. Coloring agents in colored
allochromatic minerals are therefore “superfluities”. “Pollutions”, on the other hand, take place between the “integrant
molecules” upon the formation of a crystal, thus leading to
imperfections in their assembly into crystal. Because of this,
crystals containing “pollutions” lose their transparency. Other
properties of the crystals, such as color, luster, density, and
hardness, are also affected, since a crystal containing “pollutions” is no longer a (homogeneous) pure substance but
rather a (heterogeneous) mechanical mixture.
Dolomieus suggestion that a chemical substance, defined
by its “molecules”, could exist in different solid forms was
a revolutionary idea that could hardly be reconciled with the
doctrine of the three states of aggregation which was widely
accepted in the early 19th century.[5a] It was an important step
towards the realization of the existence of polymorphism.
Dolomieu, however, was apparently unable to make the next
step—the realization that substances of the same composition
can have different “molecules”.
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“Kakav je to kemičar koji nije cjepidlaka? Ako nije, nek’ ide
u ekonomiste!
What kind of a chemist is one who is not a nitpicker? He should
rather become an economist!

”

Vladimir Simeon, a physical chemistry lecture (at University of
Zagreb), 1999

At the end of the 18th century, the German chemist
Martin Heinrich Klaproth continued where Dolomieu had
stopped and identified three different crystal forms of calcium
carbonate: calcite, aragonite, and vaterite. Differences between these minerals were described in detail in his fivevolume book Beitrge zur chemischen Kenntniss der Mineralkçrper (published 1795–1810).[71] Hay was interested in
this discovery, but was somewhat puzzled by aragonite: unlike
calcite it did not shatter into rhombohedra. Klaproths
successor, Eilhard Mitscherlich, started his study of crystals
around 1818 and soon recognized that crystals that have the
same composition but different morphology (e.g. calcite and
aragonite) are not uncommon.[72] However, there are also
crystals that have similar morphology but different chemical
composition. Dolomite, a mineral described by Dolomieu, is
very similar to calcite, but it contains magnesium and calcium
rather than only calcium. Accurate measurements by Wollaston showed minor differences in the geometry of the crystals:
the rhombohedral angle in calcite is 10585’, in dolomite
106815’, while in siderite (iron carbonate) it is 10780’.[73]
This type of phenomenon was first noticed already by
Rom de lIsle in the late 18th century in cubic alums which
form mixed crystals and overgrowths of one crystal on
another. Around 1812 Wollaston described more examples
of similar crystals with different chemical compositions and
he measured slight differences in their interfacial angles. For
example, in a series of alkali sulfates (K2SO4, Rb2SO4, Cs2SO4,
(NH4)2SO4) the interfacial angles differ by several minutes,
and in a similar compound, Tl2SO4, the corresponding angle
differs by a half of a degree.[73] Moreover, a series of
phosphates and arsenates also formed similar crystals.
Therefore, there are two apparently opposite phenomena,
compounds of the same composition forming crystals of
different morphology and compounds of different composition forming crystals of (nearly) the same morphology. For
them, Mitscherlich coined the terms “isomorphous” (different composition, same morphology; from Greek i̇so& = equal
and mo1fh́ = shape)[10] and “polymorphous” (same composition, different morphology). Eventually he discovered the law
of isomorphism: Compounds that crystallize together probably have similar structures and compositions.[73] That would
also mean that compounds with similar composition are likely
to grow similar (isomorphic) crystals.
Even elementary substances can crystallize in different
ways as Mitscherlich observed for sulfur, which produces
different crystals (with different interfacial angles) depending
on the conditions of crystallization.[74] He argued that the
atoms of the same element may bond in different fashions,
resulting in different molecules with different crystal structures. Such examples are diamond, graphite, and soot, all of
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2013, 52, 2 – 17

which are (almost) pure carbon. For this phenomenon,
Berzelius in 1841 coined the term “allotropy” (from Greek
állot1opa = variability).[10, 75]
The discovery of isomorphism had a profound influence
on the development of chemistry, which extended beyond the
merely conceptual. The different properties of isomorphous
compounds enabled Berzelius to obtain the first relatively
accurate table of atomic weights.[76] However, Mitscherlichs
discovery was only the tip of the iceberg. Many important
chemical concepts partly connected with crystallography (the
description of the crystal habit used was at the time to
describe and identify compounds) came into being during the
following several years. The discovery of isomorphism was
only a prelude for the discovery of isomerism, one of the
central concepts in chemistry.
In 1823 the young German physician Friedrich Wçhler
came to Stockholm to work with Jçns Jakob Berzelius, the
foremost chemist at the time.[77] Instead of receiving systematic instructions, Wçhler was encouraged to work on his own
subject of study: cyanogen and cyanic acid, which he had
started investigating as a student at the University of
Marburg.[78] In one of his preparations of ammonium cyanate,
he noticed some colorless crystals which he could not identify
at the time. However, he analyzed cyanic acid and found that
its formula is HOCN.[79]
Roughly at the same time, Justus von Liebig at the
University of Giessen, pursuing his childhood fascination with
explosives,[80] prepared and analyzed an explosive silver
fulminate (AgONC),[81] which appeared to have the same
chemical formula as Wçhlers silver cyanate (AgOCN).[82]
After an initial argument, the two chemists soon agreed that
their compounds have the same composition. It was the
beginning of a lifelong friendship and collaboration; today we
can argue that it was also the beginning of a new era in
chemistry. In an editorial in Annales de chimie et de
physique,[79, 83] Joseph-Louis Gay-Lussac stated that if both
Liebigs and Wçhlers analyses were correct, “it would be
necessary, in order to explain their differences [in properties],
to admit a different manner of combination between their
elements”. It was the first description of “isomerism”, a term
coined a few years later by Berzelius[79, 83] (from Greek
isome1h& = of the same parts)[10] for compounds with the same
atomic composition, but different physical properties. By 1830
several cases of isomerism were described, including tartaric
and racemic acid (which played an important role in the
development of stereochemistry).
Meanwhile, Wçhler, now back in Germany, realized that
the unidentified colorless crystals he had serendipitously
obtained in Stockholm were actually urea, which appeared
from the isomerization of ammonium cyanate.[84–86] Since
instrument-based analytical methods did not yet exist, novel
substances were characterized by their chemical and physical
properties—the latter including a description of the crystal
habit. Crystals of urea were described by Wçhler as “foursided right-angled prisms, beautifully crystalline”.[79, 87] Every
crystallographer will recognize in this an early attempt to
describe tetragonal crystals; indeed, urea crystallizes in the
tetragonal system.
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The polymorphism of molecular crystals was also documented for the first time by this same pair of chemists. When
its solution is allowed to cool, benzamide initially crystallizes
as silky needles; after some time the needles disappear and
are replaced by orthorhombic crystals.[88] Many more examples were found in the next years and towards the end of 19th
century Wilhelm Friedrich Ostwald stated that in general it is
not the most stable but the least stable polymorph that
crystallizes first:[89] the rate of crystallization is determined by
the activation energy rather than the lattice energy (stability).
The physical explanation of the phenomenon was already
long overdue. The polymorphism of organic compounds is
still a “hot topic” in solid-state chemistry;[71] however, it is also
still a poorly explained phenomenon. As for benzamide, its
crystallization remained a mystery for some 175 years and was
resolved only recently.[90]
Here we should note that isomerism was predicted almost
a century before Liebig and Wçhler, by a brilliant Russian
chemist and probably the last homo universalis, Mikhail
Vasilievich Lomonosov. In his treatise Elements of Mathematical Chemistry (1741) he stated that “different molecules
must result from the same number of the same atoms, if these
be differently combined—there must be formed bodies
possessing different properties although having the same
composition”.[91] However, since Lomonosovs ideas were at
least a century ahead of his time, and since he wrote mainly in
Russian, his work passed unnoticed and was forgotten, only to
be rediscovered at the beginning of the 20th century.[92]

Magical Sunstone, Seafaring, and Asymmetric
Molecules

“Veur var ykkt og drfanda sem Sigurur hafi sagt.  lt
konungur kalla til sn Sigur og Dag. San lt konungur sj
ﬄt og s hvergi himin skýlausan.  ba hann Sigur segja hvar
s l mundi  komin. Hann kva glçggt .  lt konungur taka
s larstein og hlt upp og s hann hvar geislai ﬄr steininum og
markai svo beint til sem Sigurur hafi sagt.
The weather was thick and snowy as Sigurur had predicted.
Then the king summoned Sigurur and Dagur to him. The king
made people look out and they could nowhere see a clear sky.
Then he asked Sigurur to tell where the sun was at that time.
He gave a clear assertion. Then the king made them fetch the
solar stone and held it up and saw where light radiated from the
stone and thus directly verified Sigurur’s prediction.
Rauﬄlfs ttr (Icelandic saga, 12th–13th century)

”

The Vikings were arguably the greatest mariners of the
early Middle Ages. Their longships sailed through North Sea,
North Atlantic, Mediterranean, and Black Sea. In the 9th
century, the Vikings discovered Iceland and settled there. In
the following century, Erik Thorvaldsson (Eric the Red) led
a group of Icelanders who colonized Greenland, and a couple
decades later his son, Leif Eriksson, set forth even further
westward, eventually reaching the coast of North America
around 1000 AD. The lands the Vikings had named Hellu-
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land, Markland, and Vinland are today believed to be Baffin
Island, Labrador, and the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
In the Viking age the compass was not known, and
navigation relied on the observation of the positions of the
sun, moon, and stars. Therefore, clear weather for at least part
of the day was required for the reliable determination of the
ships position. In the far North, however, clear weather is
rather uncommon, making celestial navigation all but impossible. Then how did the Vikings manage to cross vast expanses
of the Atlantic and North Sea and safely return home? For
many centuries, it remained a mystery.
It is known from the Nordic sagas that the Vikings used
a “magic sunstone” (Icelandic: “slarstein”), which showed
them the position of the sun even in the most foul weather,
thus enabling safe navigation over great distances. In the late
11th century Viking power (and seafaring) began to wane, and
after the invention of the compass around 1300 the sunstone
fell out of use and its “magic” was forgotten. The sunstone
was actually Icelandic spar, a transparent single crystal of
calcium carbonate, and its “magic” a phenomenon today
known as birefringence.[93] When held in an appropriate
orientation, a birefringent crystal be used to locate the source
of light rays (i.e. the sun) even when it is obscured by clouds or
fog. How this was done remained a mystery, which was solved
only recently.[94]
The scientific study of birefringence started centuries after
the sunstone and its “magic” had been forgotten, although the
first person to describe the phenonenon was actually of
Viking descent. While studying a crystal of Icelandic spar, the
Danish physician Rasmus Bartholin (Erasmus Bartholinus)
noticed with astonishment that a double image is seen when
one looks through the crystal.[95] The curious phenomenon
was named double refraction (or birefringence) and was
explained only some 130 years later. The wave nature of light
was confirmed by Thomas Youngs diffraction experiment; in
1803 he wrote the treatise Experiments and Calculations
Relative to Physical Optics[96] in which he also gave an early
explanation of birefringence.
On a late afternoon in Paris in 1808 tienne-Louis Malus
was gazing through a crystal of Icelandic spar at light reflected
from glass windows of the Palais Luxembourg and was
perplexed: instead of seeing two equally bright images, he
observed that one image was much brighter. Apparently,
something happened with the light upon reflection. Malus
gave a tentative explanation which was in accord with the
wave theory of light: the reflected light was plane-polarized.[97] He soon devised the first polarizers and polariscopes
which were based on the reflection of an (unpolarized) light
beam at a certain angle (later known as Brewsters angle).
Experimenting with polarized light soon became fashionable,
and new discoveries followed, particularly in studies conducted by two of Malus compatriots: FranÅois Jean Dominique Arago and Jean-Baptiste Biot.[98] The former first
observed a color change when a plane-polarized beam passed
through a crystal of quartz (1811); the latter observed optical
rotation (i.e. optical activity) of quartz crystals (1812) and
some organic substances (e.g. turpentine oil, citrus and laurel
extracts, solutions of camphor, sugar, etc.; about 1815).[96]
Furthermore, he noted that organic compounds retain their
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An Unlikely Gift from Dionysus: Stereochemistry

“In vino veritas
In wine [there is the] truth

”

Gaius Plinius Secundus, (Pliny the Elder), Naturalis Historia, ca. 79.

The Ancient Greeks believed that the god Dionysus
descended from Mount Olympus to teach them the art of
making wine. According to modern archaeology, he might
have descended to Asia Minor (present-day eastern Turkey)
some 7000 years ago. Together with wine he gave mankind
another valuable but long-unrecognized gift, the long-ignored
substance known as tartar (potassium hydrogen tartrate),
which is found in old wine barrels and amphorae (Figure 6).
Lucretius[13] and Pliny the Elder[15] were familiar with tartar: it
had a sour taste and burned with a purple flame, and in their
time was used for the preparation of a dozen remedies.[15] It
was more closely studied during the Middle Ages. The Persian
alchemist Abu Mūsā Jābir ibn Hayyān (known in Europe by
his latinized name Geber) first realized, about 800 AD, that
tartar is a salt and isolated free tartaric acid (albeit in
a relatively impure form).[104] Pure tartaric acid (and quite
a number of other organic acids) was isolated by Carl
Wilhelm Scheele in the 1770s.[99, 100] The compound was sought
after as an ingredient of many cosmetics and remedies (e.g.
Rochelle salt and tartar emetic), so many wineries soon
turned into tartaric acid factories.

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2013, 52, 2 – 17

Figure 6. Crystals of tartar found in a bottle of Macedonian red wine
(T’ga za jug, vintage 2003). The sample is colored wine-red by tannins
present in the beverage; pure tartar is colorless. The mussel-shaped
aggregates consist of tiny platelike single crystals of potassium hydrogen tartrate, as confirmed by single-crystal X-ray diffraction (by K.M.).
The sample was provided by Kristijan A. Kovač.

Around 1818 Paul Kestner, a tartar manufacturer from
Thann (France) noticed that besides tartaric acid, a small
quantity of another substance crystallized in his barrels. At
first he thought it was oxalic acid; however, soon he realized it
was something novel and produced larger amounts of the
substance by boiling a saturated solution of tartaric acid. In
1826 he gave a sample to Gay-Lussac, who determined its
formula to be C4H6O6, the same as tartaric acid. He named
the novel compound racemic acid (from Latin racemus = a
bunch of grapes).[105]
Chemical differences between tartaric and racemic acid
(and also between their salts, tartrates and racemates) were
slight, and puzzled the contemporary chemists. This was one
of several examples of isomeric compounds known at the
time; many of salts of the two similar acids were isomorphous.
Also, the compounds were cheap and easily obtainable (in the
early 19th century the chemical industry was only in its
infancy and few chemically pure compounds could be
purchased), salts were easy to prepare, and large crystals
were easy to grow. Therefore, it was a perfect system for the
study of two novel, little understood, and possibly connected
phenomena: isomerism and isomorphism. In the 1830s Biot
measured the optical activity of tartaric acid and its salts (they
are dextrorotatory); racemic acid and its salts were optically
inactive. Seeking the root of the difference between the
isomers, Berzelius prompted Mitscherlich to study the crystal
symmetry of tartrates and racemates.[99]
Crystals of tartaric acid and its salts turned out to be
hemihedral and optically dextrorotatory; racemic acid and its
salts were found to be optically inactive and their crystals
holohedral. Two salts, however, did not conform: sodium
ammonium tartrate and sodium ammonium racemate formed
identical crystals and apparently differed only in their optical
activity. Mitscherlich was confused and hesitated to publish
his work for a whole decade. Eventually, he was overtaken by
Frdric Herv de la Provostaye who published a similar
study in 1841.
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optical activity regardless of the state of aggregation; that is,
sugar is dextrorotatory both in crystals and in solution.
Molten quartz, however, is optically inactive. Biot concluded
that the optical rotation of organic compounds is a molecular
property, while optical rotation of quartz is a property of the
crystals—a result of the packing of the molecules.[99, 100]
Moreover, he also stated that the cause of optical activity is
asymmetry. Therefore, organic molecules are asymmetric,
while quartz crystals are asymmetric arrangements of symmetric molecules.[101] A few years later Sir John William
Herschel noted hemihedral faces on quartz crystals: There are
two types of crystals, with either left- or right-handed
hemihedral faces, and they are mirror images (i.e. enantiomorphic). Herschel also correlated the sense of optical
rotation with hemihedry: left-handed crystals are levorotatory and right-handed ones are dextrorotatory. One of the
first structure–property relationships, proposed by Biot, was
confirmed.
A compact and robust polarizer, the Nicol prism (a device
consisting of a diagonally split and rejoined single crystal of
Icelandic spar and making use of its birefringent properties),
coincided with the advent of routine polarimetry in the 1830s.
It was also the beginning of a new branch of science, crystal
optics, which was pioneered by Arago, Biot, and Sir David
Brewster in the first half of the 19th century. The observation
of crystals under polarized light offered a first glimpse into the
internal structure of crystals, and remained the only method
capable of doing so until the discovery of X-ray diffraction.[102, 103]
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Figure 7. Crystals of a) dextrorotatory sodium ammonium tartrate,
b) levorotatory sodium ammonium tartrate, and c) optically inactive
sodium ammonium racemate. While (a) and (b) are hemihedral and
enantiomorphic to each other, (c) is holohedral.

The tartrate/racemate quandary intrigued Louis Pasteur,[106, 107] at the time a student of Biot. He carefully repeated
the experiments[108] and was soon delighted to find hemihedral faces on crystals of sodium ammonium tartrate, a detail
missed by both Mitscherlich and de la Provostaye (Figure 7 a).
However, crystals of sodium ammonium racemate were also
hemihedral; the bulk sample was actually a mixture of crystals
with “left” and “right” hemihedral faces (Figure 7 a,b).
Pasteur separated the “left” and “right” crystals using
a magnifying glass and tweezers; a solution of the “left”
crystals was levorotatory and a solution of the “right” ones
was dextrorotatory! Dissolving equal masses of “left” and
“right” crystals produced an optically inactive solution.
Pasteur then isolated the free acids from both the “right”
and “left” salts: the former was identical to tartaric acid, while
the latter displayed an opposite sense of optical rotation.
Their crystals also had “left” and “right” hemihedral faces.
Using these data, the 25-year-old Pasteur made the
following conclusions:[109, 110]
1) Racemic acid is not a pure compound, but a mixture of
equal amounts of “left” and “right” tartaric acid which
differ only in the sense of optical rotation. The optical
rotation of the two compounds is therefore cancelled out,
and racemic acid appears to be optically inactive.
2) The optical activity of organic compounds, their solutions,
and liquids is a result of a lack of symmetry (i.e.
dissymmetry) of the molecules.[111]
3) The optical activity of crystals whose solutions (or melts)
are optically inactive, for example, quartz and sodium
chlorate, is a result of the dissymmetric packing of nondissymmetric molecules.
4) Just like their crystals, molecules of “left” and “right”
tartaric acid are mirror images (i.e. enantiomers).
Urged by the aged Biot, Pasteur presented his discovery
before the French Acadmie des sciences in 1848.[110] In the
following years he continued studies of crystal and molecular
asymmetry on many compounds, including optically active
and racemic malates and aspartates.[107] In 1853, he prepared
the third, optically inactive, isomer of tartaric acid, today
known as meso-tartaric acid.
Pasteurs discovery of molecular chirality[113] added the
third dimension to chemistry; this was the beginning of
stereochemistry.[99, 113, 114] In the following decades, the concept
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of a molecule grew from a formula (1D) into a graph (2D),
and finally, at the close of 19th century, into a 3D object. The
tetrahedral model of the carbon atom proposed by vant
Hoff[115, 116] and Le Bel[117, 118] in 1874; Werners model of
octahedral coordination compounds (1893);[119] and Emil
Fischers monumental work on the stereochemistry of sugar[120, 121] and molecular projections[122] (1890s) all stem from
Pasteurs crystallographic work. The spontaneous resolution
(first noticed by Pasteur for sodium ammonium racemate)
into the left and right enantiomers upon crystallization was,
and still is, the basis for separating enantiomers in the
laboratory and in the chemical and pharmaceutical industry.[100, 114]
It is perhaps worth noting that the discovery of molecular
chirality was purely serendipitous; Pasteurs original intention was to study isomorphism and tartrates/racemates were
merely a convenient system.[106] While it can be argued that
Pasteur was simply lucky,[99, 113, 114] it was his keen eye for detail
(i.e. talent for nitpicking) and open-mindedness which led to
the discovery that had eluded such accomplished scientists as
Mitscherlich and de la Provostaye. Or, as Pasteur himself put
it, “chance favors a prepared mind”.[123]
However, the special role of tartar in the development of
stereochemistry did not end with the 19th century. While
Fischers designation of relative configurations was arbitrary
and intended as a bookkeeping device only, the anomalous
dispersion of X-rays permitted the experimental determination of absolute configurations, which was pioneered in the
1940s by J. M. Bijvoet.[124] The first compound whose absolute
configuration was determined was, no surprise, rubidium
sodium tartrate.[125] The divine nature of tartar (indeed a gift
from Dionysus) was proven once again in the age of X-ray
diffraction.

Dead or Alive? A Trip into Metaphysics

“

Der Kristall ist ein chemischer Friedhof.
A crystal is a chemical cemetery.
Leopold Ružička

This unfortunate remark[126] gained the 1939 Nobel
Laureate L. Ružička a certain level of notoriety, at least
among crystallographers. As often stated, these words reflect
a typical mid-20th century chemists opinion and, unfortunately, this view still persists among many present-day
synthetic chemists. However, one just cant ignore the
similarities between a crystal and a cemetery (Figure 8): the
regular, periodic, and (mostly) static array of tombstones is
indeed reminiscent of a 2D crystal. A trained crystallographer
would easily recognize symmetry elements and “lattice
planes”, and may even be tempted to use Miller indices to
locate a particular grave.
However, crystals were not always considered as “dead”.
Lucretius proposed a correct, albeit sketchy, mechanism of
crystal growth: the bodies grow as many atoms are attached to
them, and shrink when many atoms are detached (although he
never explicitly mentioned crystals!).[127] This is probably the
first description of a chemical equilibrium, a concept devel-
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crystals are to be understood as “chemical cemeteries”, the
study of their dynamics would be akin to “chemical necromancy”.
Received: February 14, 2013
Published online: && &&, &&&&

oped in the second half of the 19th century and intimatly
connected with precipitation/crystallization. Unfortunately,
Lucretius work was forgotten for many centuries, and later
philosophers developed more esoteric ideas.
The medieval theologian John Duns Scotus, known as
Doctor Subtilis, believed that crystals are alive. Similarly to
plants, crystals grow, and “die” when dissolved or melted. This
view persisted for centuries and is still reflected in Linneaus
Systema Naturae.[22] However, discoveries in chemistry, physics, and geology in the 18th and 19th centuries dissmissed the
notion of “living” crystals.[128] Instead, a static picture
emerged of regularly placed atoms, not unlike a cemetery,[129]
and the Age of X-rays only confirmed this. However, modern
cutting-edge research in solid-state chemistry and physics
challenges this view: today crystals are designed for many
special purposes. Materials science is concerned with the
design of crystals with exceptional electrical[130] or magnetic
properties[131] (so-called functional materials), which often
involve reversible phase transitions;[132] solid-state phase
transitions are a sub-field of research on their own and
include study of reaction mechanism;[133] many dynamic
phenomena such as proton transfer,[134] electron transfer,[135]
and magnetic exchange interactions[136] are most conveniently
studied in crystals; there are many chemical reactions that
take place in single crystals, some of them reversible; finally,
template-directed solid-state synthesis takes place in specifically designed crystals.[137]
There is no unequivocal definition of life; we can only
describe it. An object is considered “alive” if it exibits all or
most of the following phenomena: homeostasis (which
reminds us of Le Chateliers principle), organization (living
organisms consist of cells; both crystals and viruses have unit
cells), metabolism (not found in crystals and viruses), growth
(depends on definition; crystals do grow), adaptation (none
observed among crystals), response to stimuli (do piezoelectricity and pyroelectricity count?), reproduction (just
think of crystal seeds and “crystalloclasts”). Therefore the
boundary between living and inanimate worlds is rather
arbitrary.
While we firmly stick to the opinion that crystals are
inanimate objects,[139] we believe that they are also dynamic
entities and instrument-based methods that provide only
a “static” picture are insufficient for their in-depth study. If
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2013, 52, 2 – 17
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Figure 8. The regular array of tombstones in Memorial Cemetery in
Ružička’s hometown, Vukovar, Croatia.[138]
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The Vukovar Memorial commemorates the victims of the
Battle of Vukovar in 1991, and could not have been the
inspiration for Ružičkas remark. Having died in 1976, Ružička
did not survive to witness the devastatation of his hometown
after the demise of Yugoslavia.
Among others, for purely practical reasons: slicing, grinding,
and irradiating living creatures is considered cruel and atrocious.
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Chemical Crystallography before X-ray
Diffraction
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2012/2013 mark the 100th anniversary of
von Laue’s diffraction of X-rays from
single crystals of copper sulfate, the
postulation of Bragg’s law, and the solution of the first X-ray structure. However,
even before 1912, the study of crystals
was an integral part of chemistry and it
played a major role in development of
modern chemical science, including key
concepts such as atoms, molecules,
isomerism, and chirality.
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